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An interactive animation of the nitrogen (N) cycle is available on the Victorian Resources Online (VRO) website (http://vic.gov.au/vro). It is one of a series of interactive web-based animations developed to capture and communicate soil knowledge and explain complex soil and landscape processes within agricultural systems.

The need
The N cycle is complex and non-experts can find it difficult to understand. There are many N cycle animations but few are interactive, web-based, or focus on a dairy system.

Knowledge capture
Hand-drawn ‘storyboards’ were developed with input from five soil scientists – each providing different perspectives on N (e.g. farming system, soil biology, soil chemistry and greenhouse gas) related to a dairy management system.

The animation
A sequence of animated scenes were created from the ‘storyboards’ and then web-enabled, allowing users to move through scene-by-scene or in continuous play mode.

Assessing use of animations
Web usage was analysed using a web analytics package (Google Analytics). This informs about visits to specific web content, the amount of time spent, and visit origins. The broad user base for a series of soil/landscape animations is demonstrated in this pie chart that shows 2012/13 usage by broad user categories and lists some significant users. Some key learnings: the majority of users (over 50%) access animations via an Internet Service Provider (ISP) not linked to a jurisdiction and a significant user base (over 20%) is associated with an ‘education’ jurisdiction.

Snapshots of N animation usage
In the period from 2011-2013, the N cycle animation was the fifth most accessed page (with 26,603 page-views) for the entire VRO website, that then comprised 7000 content pages. User profiling for the N animation, based on Internet Protocol (IP) address tracking, was undertaken for a three-month period in 2013 (Sept-Nov). This involved measuring page-views and categorising users into broad groups (i.e. ‘education’, ‘government’, ‘consultant’).

Qualitative feedback from users provides additional perspectives on the ‘usefulness’ of animations to support their work. Some examples include:

“Fantastic animations! I am involved in giving talks on soil pH and Nitrogen…a great resource to have” and “Great job on the audio and animation. This makes the animations now really friendly to use with farmers” Dairy extension officer

“I have also used all the animations that are available in my teaching to illustrate the different processes that occur. The animations are particularly useful in showing dynamic processes, and feedback from the students suggests that they appreciate the short movies which are easy to understand and provide a good introduction to the topic” University lecturer